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Family company
One team – one mutual objectivel
Good cooperation throughout the team is necessary in order to achieve the highest performance every
day. As a family business we embody this ourselves: we are a team that works together closely in a
family setting. But one thing characterises each one of us: we love steel and work passionately on the
tasks set by our customers.
One of the newest members of our team is the HSM Man. He is an example for our daily performance
at a ‘superhero level’:
Our experts are giving more than 100% to their work every day and
provide each other with mutual support!
„Our success is dependent on our staff.
We know and respect that!“

Family Hofmann: Jörg Hofmann, Tina Maier (née Hofmann), Xaver Hofmann, Inge Hofmann

A family company in its 2nd generation
HSM® was established in 1993 by Xaver Hofmann and remains an independent company under
the control of the Hofmann family. Since then, we have established ourselves globally as a competent partner for unconventional and custom solutions for semi-finished products, prefabricated
parts and high-performance materials. Stability with simultaneous innovation are the pillars of the
company’s long-term future. This security is a particular strength, from which business partners,
customers and employees can all profit.
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HSM®
A protected brand in the
steel sector from this day on

1999

2004

Quality management
DIN EN ISO 9001:2008

1993

Founded by
Xaver Hofmann

Digitalisation 4.0
Virtual processes and
archiving

The first apprenticeship place

The second generation of the
founding family is coming up now
– security for the future

Certification
in accordance with KTA 1401
(nuclear sector)

TÜV certification in accordance
with DIN EN 9120:2010
Aerospace
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OUR VISION
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Our customers have no problems in the acquisition
of steel, metals and other high-performance materials.
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Our Mission

HSM

®

New impulses for your supply chain

HSM® supports your supply chain process
Until now you needed to find a separate retailer, service provider or (product) contact for each step in your supply chain.

We are your machine

We are you stock

When you cooperate with HSM® as a system supplier, you receive a wide range of
materials in the form and dimensions you require and at exactly the right time when
you need the materials for your production – and all this from a single source.

We are your purchase
For you HSM® means:
‘Carefree Solutions’ for your steel and metal needs

HSM

®

We support your processes along the entire value added chain through our customised carefree solutions. Profit from our tailor-made products for semi-finished
goods, prefabricated parts and special materials. .

We are your contact
We are your logistics

We are you steel specialist
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Our solution for you
• Procurement processing
• Global acquisition & delivery
• All norms & customer specifications
• Quality & material testing included

We are your extended purchasing arm

HSM

®

We are your purchase

Requirements for materials are increasing, as is the time pressure and the
procurement possibilities are becoming ever more complex.
In order to continue achieving rapid purchasing, HSM® can act as your
system supplier. We also solve difficult acquisition processes and continue
where others have long since given up.
Whether you are looking for titanium, alloys or other high-performance
materials: we meet your needs – quickly, flexible and globally. Our direct
contacts to numerous steelworks and stockists allow us to provide you
reliably with the materials you need. We also support you in all the steps in
your acquisition process.
Transfer your time-intensive tasks to our team and thus create capacity for
the activities that add value.
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®

We are your maschine

As an extended workbench we support you in different
forms of processing as well as with goods that are difficult to machine or complex prefabricated parts. We
take over your enquiries from particularly small to extremely large.

HSM® is your extended workbench
You tell us which parts you need and we look after the rest! We will procure the semi-finished goods and process them in
accordance with your drawings. HSM® offers you the complete range from simple processing forms through to complex
prefabricated parts, using all standard production possibilities and the state of the art.
We resolve your capacity bottlenecks quickly and flexibly for production or for prototyping.
„Convince yourself of our
high product quality!“

• Processing of high-performance materials such as titanium
• Samples, prototypes, small lots
• Call orders, framework requirements – also for many years
• Flexible production capacities
• Heat treatment
• Surface processing
Production to drawing
• CNC-based metal processing: CNC turning, CNC milling (5-axis milling)
• Drilling, deep hole drilling (to 12,000 mm)
• Inner, circular, profile, flat and centreless grinding
• Edging, bending, rolling
• Honing, lapping
• Balancing, straightening
• Broaching, drawing grooves, clearing

More processing opportunities:
www.hsm-stahl.de/en

• Gear cutting
• Rolling, forming threads
• Welding construction (MAG, MIG, laser welding)
• Laser, water, flame cutting (plasma cutting, gas cutting)
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• Pipe processing (pipe lasering, flanging, punching, ...)
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Maximum availability for different materials
HSM® facts as your warehouse. You have fast, independently access to a wide range
of semi-finished products at all time from the following sectors:

• Quality/special steel
• Tool steel
• Stainless steel (RSH)
• NE metals

HSM

®

We are your stock

• High-performance materials
such as nickel-based alloys,
titanium, special materials

The objective is the constant supply reliability for your (planned) needs
The widest range of goods, special materials, unusual dimensions or delivery forms
– we will realise a customised solution for you no matter how specific your enquiry.
The organisation of customer-specific material storage or the installation of consignment warehouses are two examples of how we guarantee your supply reliability.
Do you have regular needs that you would like to cover beyond a framework or
contracts? We are also an experienced partner for this kind of long term planning.

Made to measure quality
Do you need materials that conform to international norms or that are dual
certified?
You will receive exactly what you need:

• The maximum selection of materials and goods

UNS

JIS

B.S.

SAE

• Dimensions & delivery forms
• Warehouse outsourcing

ASME

AFNOR

ANSI

• Material storage such as e.g. consignment warehouses
API

ASTM

AISI

EN

in accordance with customer specifications
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Delivery forms – Everything that is possible is made possible for you
Whether for standard or extraordinary needs, HSM® is a specialist. That means: you will receive semifinished goods in a wide range of delivery forms, qualities, dimensions and sizes – both standard and
special qualities and formats.
• Pipes (seamless, welded)
• Pipe accessories (flanges, fittings, …)
• Rods & bars (round/round bar, square, hexagonal, flat, hollow steel,…)

HSM

®

• Blank, rolled, forged

We are your stock

• Profiles
• Brackets
• Sheets & plates
• Special formats
• Circular blanks
• Rings
• Shafts
„Communication & trust are the basis of a
function and successful cooperation.“

• Hand forgings
• Cuts
• Drawing parts
We will make everything that is possible, possible
for you. That is why you will not find any lists of
possible dimensions here.
Just ask about your needs and we will send you
the current conditions:

Or search for your material directly online:
www.werkstoff-finder.de
Input the dimension and delivery form and
we will send you a detailed offer as soon as possible

• export@hsm-stahl.de
• +49 9172 6900-69
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Carefree Solutions - worldwide
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We are your logistics

We take on all the logistical challenges
Order monitoring, export organisation, shipping, customs regulations – tasks that
rob you of the time for important activities that create value. This is why the logistics department at HSM® looks after the punctual delivery of your order to your
desired location. Professional loading and specific transport routes are adapted
individually to your needs.

What is particularly important to you regarding delivery?
You don’t have to worry about a thing, HSM® will look after:
• Logistics organisation
• Individual packaging, specific markings and labelling
• Transport safe loading
• Flexible delivery:
• Just-in-time, just-in-sequence, Kanban system
• Special express transportation & special delivery

„Every minute of standstill in production is 60 seconds too long, all orders
must be at their production location in the shortest time possible.
That is why we specialise in personalised and short-term solutions that
simplify your receipt of goods and further processing at your company.“
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KTA 1401

We are your steel specialist

quality

We offer you quality acceptance of all kinds:

nuclear standard

• In accordance with DIN EN 10204/3.1 acceptance including restamping

energy sector

• In accordance with DIN EN 10204/3.2
(TÜV, Germanischer Lloyd, LRS and many more)
• In accordance with customer specification
You will receive the acceptance test certificates in digital PDF form and they will
also be archived for at least 10 years. You can access them at any time, even for
longer than the statutory archive period if requested.

„Quality must be actively realised in all directions.
That is why such great value is placed on quality
at HSM, both internally and externally.“

Quality that counts!
Quality is a term that is used consistently in our company. The successful
introduction and continual development and improvement of a certified
quality management system in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001:2015
and other certification confirms this.

Quality certification:
• DIN EN ISO 9001:2015
• DIN EN 9120:2018
Quality management for aerospace and defence
Equivalent to AS 9120 and SJAC 9120
• KTA 1401
Quality management for nuclear power plants,
nuclear technology and energy
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New impulses for your supply chain
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Pioneers of digitalisation 4.0

HSM

®

HSM® has been relying on extended digitalisation since 2012. In recent years, we have continuously
developed our IT systems and digitalised our processes. We work entirely without paper and in an
audit-proof manner, with electronic order control and digital archiving (beyond statutory requirements).

We are your contact
One contact for all challenges
We would like to simplify your daily work. This is only possible if you have a fixed
contact person who develops mutual solutions with you. Whether in supply, processing or logistics organisation – you will communicate with your personal HSM®
customer service officer.

You will profit from this digital strategy at all times:
• Simple access to documents, even from past years, using the IT-supported archive
• Rapid order processing with digital workflows and linked documents
• Transferral of uniform, clear documents by e-mail

You decide the method of communication. E-mail, phone, fax, platform – use your
usual channel for enquiries. We will react flexibly and are happy to adjust to new
channels. At the same time, we are always happy to talk in person.

„Because we continue where others abandon the task.
We support your supply chain with tailor-made solutions.“

• Reduced administration through digital invoicing and auditing
• Our invoices are produced in the new, uniform data format for electronic invoices
ZUGFeRD, which fulfils required audit-proof archiving standards.

We adapt to your needs!
As your contact for comprehensive tasks we would like to save you time on your
daily work. Thus there is no need to adjust to our systems, we are happy to adapt to
your interfaces on request. We have already linked successfully to various customer
portals. For you this means:
Do you have your own portal or specific software?
No problem, we will link to it if that is easier for you. Our IT department is also
happy to realise new ideas in cooperation with you.
Just ask us. Our objective is always to simplify your work!
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cutting

2.4375
An example from our daily work

express delivery

in accordance with vd-TÜV

consignment warehouse

Customer problem:
• Boiler tube of quality 1.4922 (not a factory quantity)

with tensile test
deep hole drilling

• Special customer specification such as DIN EN10222-2, VGB S 109 & specific materials testing
• Supply with quality certificate KTA 1401 prerequisite
with test certificate 3.2 EN 10204

forged steel shafts

in accordance with drawing
and customer specification

seamless pipe

with internal pressure test

Solution:
• Round forged in 1.4922, followed by mechanical processing (turning, deep whole drilling), organisation of material testing and customer acceptance as well as delivery on time
• Cooperation with TÜV as supervisor

boiler tube
quality management

delivery for production in India

framwork requirements

HSM

®

special steel

check on test reports

Perfect synergy for your company
A wide range of materials and comprehensive service possibilities

More examples for individual solutions:
• Express delivery of replacement parts: customer did not know the
quality, material was determined through materials analysis. Followed
by advance material procurement and further surface processing
• Application of a barcode to the delivery note and material for
simplified goods incoming
• Link to the customer portal for a fast order process Bestellvorgang

Anyone who works in purchasing is confronted with numerous tasks and special

Concentrate on your core business

requests. Sometimes a meeting with construction results in nothing but question
marks. In these cases, you need a competent partner who can provide effective
support for all the parts of the value added chain.

We will take over the time-intensive work!

With HSM® you can look back on an extensive portfolio of materials and will also
receive comprehensive services. All with the objective of making your work easier.

We will procure a wide range of different materials for you, in precisely the form
and dimensions you require and exactly at the time when you need the material for
your production.
As your value creation partner we adapt the solutions for one or several areas in
your supply chain individually to your company and your tasks.
For the perfect carefree package.
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A strong partner you can rely on!

Tool
steel
High-grade
steel

non-ferrous
metals

Machining &
mechanical
processing

Further
education

Just-in-time

Consignment
warehouse

Titanium

Aluminium
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Bronze

Easy
communikation
Logistics
organisation

Material
tests
nickel-based alloy

Copper

Special
packaging
Framework
requirements

High-quality
strucural steel

Quality
certification

Customs

Global
purchasing
High-performance material

Stainless
steel

Brass

Procurement
raw material

Drawing parts

Special
transportation

Special alloys
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‚Your way to us‘

Contact information:
Nürnberg

HSM Stahl- und Metallhandel GmbH
Breitenloher Weg 12
91166 Georgensgmünd
Tel.: +49 9172 69 00 - 0
Fax: +49 9172 69 00 -20
E-Mail: hsm@hsm-stahl.de
www.hsm-stahl.de

A6
A9
Roth
HSM
Georgensgmünd
St2223

Visit us in Georgensgmünd or
get to know HSM® on our website.

B2

Brombachsee

Follow us:
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